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Advantages of use of multicomponent RRS HA injectable in cases of sagging skin
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Introduction: Interest to use multicomponent solutions which СE marked which can be injected officially (legally) on dermis is 
very high in present time. 
New RRS technology allowed the physicians keep in balance safety and efficacy in any anti aging treatments on the face and body, 
especially to improve the skin appearance on difficult areas such as around the eyes or internal part of the arms. 
Material and Methods: A multi-center, open study designed to determine the safety of RRS HA injectable found that this product 
facilitated statistically significant improvements in the appearance of the skin. In this study, 42 participants at three different 
medical centres received the mesotherapy treatment (injection of the 5 ml RRS HA done microdermal papule technique). The 
RRS HA injectable base on the complex and rich compositions of active ingredients (6 mg/ml and 56 bio- substances) with 
antioxidant activities that works to protect cells and rejuvenate skin, in combination with vitamins and other nutrients. 
Every week, for a 6-week period, a physician assessed the participants’ skin and rated improvement on a scale from 0 to 9.
Conclusion: Studies suggest that RRS HA injectable can play a role in making skin firmer, smoother, and brighter, while also 
reducing the appearance of lines and wrinkles in difficult areas. A multi-center, open study designed to determine the safety of 
RRS HA injectable found that this product facilitated statistically significant improvements in the appearance of the skin. The 
study contains important question about the standardization of method, mesotherapy, but at the same time presents the clinical 
evidence of RRS injectable efficacy after anti-aging treatment, especially of the sagging skin.
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